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USING THIS GUIDE

How to print this guide

IMPORTANT NOTE!

This guide is designed to be printed, 
and there is one thing you need to be 
aware of when printing it.

For the floor plan grid and furniture 
cut-outs to work correctly to scale, 
you MUST select the “Actual size” or 
“Do Not Scale” option when you print 
the PDF. 

Here’s a screen shot of the print PDF 
dialog box. The option in the orange 
box (“Actual size”) is the one you 
need.

“Old money” vs “new money” (a.k.a. metric or imperial units)

The floor plan grid and furniture cut-outs are in millimetres. 

I do have an imperial (feet and inches) vesrion of the guide, so if you’d prefer to work in those 
units, please request your imperial version by emailing me at sarah@pickarddesign.co.uk

Firstly, hello and thank you for downloading the Ultimate Bedroom Layout & Design Guide! 
I’m Sarah Pickard and I’ve put this guide together to make your bedroom design project 
easier. Firstly, a little bit of housekeeping... 

Here’s what’s in the guide:

• Using this guide (this page)

• What to do - simple step-by-step instructions (p3)

• What do you need / want in your room? (p3)

• Floor plan grid - for drawing your scale floor plan (p4)

• Furniture cut-outs - for designing your ideal room layout (p5)

• Bedroom design checklist (p6).
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STEP 2 Make a list of furniture that you need in your bedroom
Consider your room - what do you want to use it for? And therefore what furniture and other 
fittings does it need to have?

Make a list below...

STEP 3 Measure your room & draw your scale floor plan as you go
This is relatively straightforward but if you need a hand, I’ve put together a video tutorial to 
show you how to do it. To watch the tutorial, go to www.pickarddesign.co.uk/blog/bedroom 

Work in either millimetres or centimetres. Start in one corner and work your way around your 
room, measuring and then drawing each wall on the floor plan grid (p4).

Remember the scale floor plan is at 1 to 25 scale. So for every measurement you take, divide it 
by 25 to give you the length of the line that you need to draw on the floor plan. (E.g. 2500mm in 
real-life becomes 100mm on the floor plan.)

STEP 4 Lay it all out! Figure out the ideal room layout for your bedroom
On page 5, there are all the pieces of furniture that you might want in your bedroom. 

What to do:
• Cut out the pieces of furniture you want to include in your room.
• If you need any different pieces of furniture, print a second copy of your floor plan, draw a 

box the right size for the item (at 1 to 25 scale) and cut it out.
• Lay them out on your scale floor plan. Check there’s enough space between items (p6).
• Have a play with different layouts - be creative! 

STEP 5 Use the checklist to keep your project moving
Work through the checklist on page 6. This will help you to stay on track with your bedroom 
makeover project, and make the necessary design decisions before picking up a paintbrush!

STEP 1 Print this guide (see instructions on page 2)



Scale is 1 : 25 
1cm = 25cm (or 0.25m)
Maximum room size = 4.75m x 6.5m
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FLOOR PLAN GRID - metric
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bedroom furniture
Cut-outs & Dimension Guide
Cut out the items of furniture you want in your room and arrange them 
on yourscale floor plan.

Top tip: When you have a preferred layout, test it out! Use masking tape 
to mark out the various pieces of furniture on the floor in the room itself.

Storage Seating

Table Bed

Scale = 1 to 25
All dimensions are in mm   
Key: 

Narrow
single bed

(2ft 6in wide)
750 x 1900

Standard
single bed
(3ft wide)

910 x 1900

Double bed
(4ft 6in wide)
1350 x 1900

Three-quarter
width bed
(4ft wide)

1200 x 1900

King-size bed
(5ft wide)

1500 x 2100

Super King size bed
(6ft wide)

1800 x 2100

Double wardrobe
1200 x 600

Bedside
table

450 x 450

Bedside
table

450 x 450

Chest of drawers
1000 x 500

Dressing table
1000 x 500

(Stool 400 x 400)

Triple wardrobe
1800 x 600 B
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Small 
armchair
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furniture spacing
Circulation space tools

It’s really important to leave enough space for people to move around your room (circulate) in 
between furniture and other items. 

These circles (at the same 1:25 scale as your floor plan and furniture) represent the amount of 
space you need to leave for circulation.

Cut out the circles below and use them on your ideal room layout. Check that you’ve left 
enough space so that you’ll be able to move around in your new bedroom layout.

Average person 
(shoulder width 460mm)

Tight circulation 
allowance = 600mm

Ideal circulation 
allowance = 750mm

600mm
750mm
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bedroom design checklist
10 steps to bedroom design success

1. Write down your goals for your bedroom makeover project. Start with the end in 
mind, and get clear on what you want to achieve.

2. Take stock. Figure out what you’ve got to work with – measure your space, take 
stock of your existing furniture, accessories, etc. and decide on a budget.

3. Decide on your new bedroom look:

a. Get inspired! Spend some time on Pinterest, Google images, blogs and home 
magazines, and decide what look and feel you want to go for in your room. 

b. Pull your best images together on a mood board that you can use to keep you 
on track. 

4. Create the ideal layout for your bedroom:

a. Draw a scale floor plan.

b. Work out some different room layouts. Try your favourite option in the room 
itself, either by moving your existing furniture or using masking tape to mark 
where the items will go. How does the room feel? Does it work for you? 

5. Work out your colour palette for the room.

6. Make a plan: Decide what you’re going to change about your existing bedroom – 
and what you’re going to change it to. Think about your walls, floor, ceiling, lighting, 
trim (woodwork), storage and furniture. Make a list, and then decide who is going 
to sort out each item (DIY or professional).

7. Soft furnishings, bed linen and window treatments. Decide what fabrics you’ll use 
in the room. Consider the best window treatments for your space (curtains, blinds, 
shutters, something else entirely?). Invest in good bed linen – you spend a whole 
heap of time in bed, so make sure it’s a comfortable and pleasant place to be!

8. Source the ideal accessories – use your mood board for inspiration. 

9. ACTION! Paintbrushes at the ready, it’s time to put your gorgeous design and 
careful planning into action. 

10. And finally… Style it up! Put the finishing touches on your room by taking time to 
accessorise and style your décor. This step can make the difference between so-
so spaces and Pinterest-worthy interiors.


